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ABSTRACT

WashU Epigenome Browser (https://
epigenomegateway.wustl.edu/browser/) is a web-
based genomic data exploration tool that provides
visualization, integration, and analysis of epige-
nomic datasets. The newly renovated user interface
and functions have enabled researchers to engage
with the browser and genomic data more efficiently
and effectively since 2018. Here, we introduce a new
integrated panel design in the browser that allows
users to interact with 1D (genomic features), 2D
(such as Hi-C), 3D (genome structure), and 4D (time
series) data in a single web page. The browser can
display three-dimensional chromatin structures with
the 3D viewer module. The 4D tracks, called ‘Dy-
namic’ tracks, animatedly display time-series data,
allowing for a more striking visual impact to identify
the gene or genomic region candidates as a function
of time. Genomic data, such as annotation features,
numerical values, and chromatin interaction data
can all be viewed in the dynamic track mode.
Imaging data from microscopy experiments can also
be displayed in the browser. In addition to software
development, we continue to service and expand
the data hubs we host for large consortia including
4DN, Roadmap Epigenomics, TaRGET and ENCODE,
among others. Our growing user/developer com-
munity developed additional track types as plugins,
such as qBed and dynseq tracks, which extend
the utility of the browser. The browser serves as
a foundation for additional genomics platforms
including the WashU Virus Genome Browser (for

COVID-19 research) and the Comparative Genome
Browser. The WashU Epigenome Browser can also
be accessed freely through Amazon Web Services
at https://epigenomegateway.org/.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

High-throughput technologies have revolutionized genome
sciences. In doing so, they have also generated an unprece-
dented amount of data in diverse formats. Large scale con-
sortium projects, such as the ENCODE (1–3), Roadmap
Epigenomics (4,5), IHEC (6), TaRGET (7) and 4DN (8),
have generated tens of thousands of genome-wide data sets
of transcription factor binding sites and epigenetic marks,
including DNA and histone modifications, and chromatin
interactions, across cell types and tissues. Genome browsers
have been an essential tool for investigators to access, vi-
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sualize, integrate, and interpret these massive datasets (9–
14), and the rapidly expanding genomics landscape contin-
ues to present challenges and opportunities for modern-day
genome browsers.

The WashU Epigenome Browser was invented in 2011
to enable interactive explorations of genomic data in a web
browser format (13). Over the past decade, we have contin-
ued innovating the Browser software architecture and user
interface, developing many functions to enhance user ex-
periences, supporting large genomic consortia, and engag-
ing the user and developer community. For example, our
Browser was one of the first to support visualization of
long-range chromatin interaction data (15). We developed a
more expressive track type called methylC (16) for visualiz-
ing and analyzing whole-genome bisulfite sequencing data.
The Browser continues to serve as the de facto gateway to ac-
cess data generated by the Roadmap Project (4,5). We devel-
oped the Data Hub Cluster concept to host, organize, and
display over 200 000 datasets produced by the Roadmap,
ENCODE, mouseENCODE, and 4D Nucleome consortia
(8). The Data Hub Cluster also facilitates the use of these
data sets to annotate genetic variants associated with com-
plex traits (17). A major Browser update was completed in
2018 (14), when we redesigned the Browser software archi-
tecture and rewrote the Browser code. The update created
a more friendly user interface, enhanced user experience by
introducing functions such as live browsing, expanded our
data hub collection, and developed a lightweight codebase
that streamlined the creation of new Browser contents and
functions.

In this update, we describe conceptual and technical ad-
vances we have made over the past 3 years, as well as our
continued engagement with the user/developer community.
Our central goal is to enable biologists to better integrate
and understand their genomic data. Biologists often wish
to explore vast genome-wide profiles in order to gener-
ate and test diverse hypotheses. However, on most conven-
tional genome browsers, they can often only look at one
gene or genomic region at a time and visually compare at
most several dozen datasets of comparable formats. Our
new multi-panel system allows users to explore data in mul-
tiple genome browser panels in the same web browser win-
dow, enabling simultaneous visualization and comparison
of genomic features, epigenomic marks, three-dimensional
(3D) chromatin models, and microscopy images. Most cur-
rent genome browsers display static images, but our new
Dynamic track turns static browser track images into ani-
mations. This innovation not only provides a more lively ex-
perience for users but also allows better appreciation of the
variations in genomic data across multiple cellular states,
time series, as well as across single cells. Another innova-
tion is a new 3D visualization module to display all genomic
information typically shown on a 1D genome browser in a
3D model format. We map genomic coordinates onto 3D
models of chromosomes and use the 3D models as a scaf-
fold to display genomic data. Biological information that
is difficult to illustrate in 1D becomes more intuitive when
displayed in 3D, providing novel and powerful tools for in-
vestigators to hypothesize and make connections between
biological functions and 3D genome structures (Li et al.,
bioRxiv, https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.01.18.476849). These

new developments continue to attract an ever-growing user
and developer community. As a result, more genomes and
data are added to the Browser upon community requests,
and new functions, including those developed by the com-
munity (e.g. qBed (18), dynseq (Nair et al., in preparation)),
continue to enrich the Browser. The Browser also serves as
a foundation for other genomics visualization tools, such as
WashU Virus Genome Browser (19) and WashU Compar-
ative Genome Browser (Zhuo et al., in preparation).

NEW FEATURES

Multi-panel system

Genomic data are heterogeneous. One of the first steps of
data integration is to enable simultaneous, paralleled ex-
ploration of data types of very different natures. The new
Browser interface splits users’ web browser window into sec-
tions called panels to display different types of data (Figure
1). The main browser panel displays a classic linear genome
browser, which contains a menu and navigation functions
(Figure 1A), genomic data, such as sequence and gene an-
notations (one-dimension, Figure 1B), Hi-C, and numeri-
cal data (2-dimension, Figure 1D) and animated time series
data (four-dimension, dynamic track, Figure 1E). A second
panel, positioned at the top right of the web browser win-
dow, is a 3D viewer and displays a 3D chromatin model. The
highlighted region is synchronized with the main browser
panel (Figure 1F). A third panel, positioned at the bot-
tom right of the web browser window, is an imaging data
viewer (Figure 1G). This panel supports interaction with
imaging data, which is displayed in a thumbnail image track
of the main browser panel (Figure 1C) and linked to the
present genomic coordinates. Users can add or remove pan-
els or rearrange the panels into their preferred configura-
tions. The new multi-panel design system allows intuitive
integration of data from multiple dimensions, such as ge-
nomic sequence and genome compartments, and different
types of data, such as imaging data, thus facilitating visual
data integration.

Dynamic track

Since current genome browsers display static images, which
often represent an ensemble of biological states of many
cells, it is not intuitive to understand the variation within the
data. For example, classic Hi-C contact maps show contact
frequencies averaged across thousands of cells. The current
approach to explore and visualize different group/cluster
or time series genomic data relies on displaying a stack of
static datasets/tracks on genome browsers. The new ‘Dy-
namic track’ enables the animation of a series of data tracks
within the real estate of a single track, giving users an oppor-
tunity to watch and appreciate the dynamics and variations
in the data series. We designed a new data format called
‘dbedGraph’ for a standard dynamic track. In addition, ex-
isting popular numerical track formats such as bigWig and
bedGraph can also be used to compose a dynamic track,
either from the browser user interface or from a remote
data hub. To generalize the dynamic track function, BED
formatted genomic annotations, chromatin interactions in
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Figure 1. Browser UI with the multi-panel setting. The browser user interface displays data of different types in each panel, representing different di-
mensionalities. The panel on the left shows the main, conventional browser window. The panel on the top right is a 3D viewer and shows a 3D genome
model. The panel on the bottom right shows an image from a microscopy experiment. (A) The main browser menu, ideogram, and select functions. (B)
Ruler, chromHMM, and gene tracks, representing 1D data tracks. (C) Image track in thumbnail mode. (D) Hi-C and wiggle/numerical tracks, representing
2D data tracks. (E) A representative dynamic track, the animation displays the 3 numerical tracks from (D), representing 4D data tracks. (F) 3D viewer,
displaying the highlighted gene (HOXA1) as spheres, representing 3D data tracks. (G) One expanded image in its own panel with links to Omero viewer
provided by the image source.

‘long-range’ and Hi-C formats can all be displayed as dy-
namic tracks. We implemented these new functions using
advanced web technology including Pixi.js (https://www.
pixijs.com/) and WebGL (https://www.khronos.org/webgl/),
enabling dynamic animations based on the series of data
representing time points or cell clusters.

The dynamic bedGraph (‘dbedGraph’) file format is sim-
ilar to the widely used bedGraph, where the first three
columns represent chromosome, start, and end position of
a genomic region, the fourth column contains an array of
values representing different time points or values from in-
dividual clusters from a single cell experiment (Figure 2A).
The array describing the dynamic data can be of any arbi-
trary length. Users can also select multiple numerical tracks
(in either bigwig or bedGraph format) using the ‘multiple
selection’ function in the browser, then right-click to choose
‘Dynamic plot’ from the popup menu. The Browser will
combine the data into a dynamic track based on the selected
tracks (Figure 2B–D). Users can further customize the be-
havior of the track, with options including color, back-
ground color, animation play/pause, speed, data configu-
ration methods such as aggregation method, smoothing ef-
fect, to name a few (Figure 2E). In addition to numerical
tracks, typical genomic annotation features in BED format,
chromatin interaction data in ‘long-range’ and Hi-C format

can also be selected and configured into a dynamic track af-
ter choosing the ‘Dynamic Bed/HiC/Longrange’ function
from the right-click popup menu. Any of these dynamic
tracks can be customized and submitted using the remote
data hub function. Examples and tutorials on how to use
dynamic tracks are provided in Supplemental tutorial S1.

The Dynamic track allows a more intuitive comparison
of data derived from different time points, groups, tissues,
or assays. These details in data, when observed in an an-
imated fashion, allow for increased visual impact to spot
gene or genomic region candidates among different series
or groups of data. Genomic data types including annota-
tion features, numerical values, and chromatin interactions
are all supported by viewing as animations. As a user case,
we recreated the chromosome folding dynamics through cell
cycle reported by Abramo et al. (20). We used the dynamic
Hi-C track to reproduce eight Hi-C contact maps as a func-
tion of cell cycle and visualized them as animations. The vi-
sual effects for a higher resolution view of a region on chr14
and a lower resolution view of the entire chr14 can be seen in
Supplemental videos 1 and 2. From the animation, we can
fully appreciate the coordinated changes of chromosome
folding patterns across cell cycle. In Supplemental tutorial
S1, we provide several additional user cases, including mak-
ing and displaying a dynamic track composed of three cell
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Figure 2. Dynamic tracks. Dynamic track displays an animation of data from different time points or samples. One of the newly developed dynamic track
type: dBedgraph in text format (A). Browser views show steps to select multiple tracks and combine them into a dynamic track, and the animation displays
each track iteratively (B–D). Dynamic track can be configured to adjust the height, speed, y-axis scale, and color via settings (E).

Figure 3. 3D viewer. An overview of how 3D data is displayed in the Browser. 3D coordinates in text format are converted to the binary g3d data using
g3dtools, then the file is submitted to the browser for visualization. The 3D viewer can highlight current browser regions or specific genes. Users can also
use numerical and annotation data to decorate the 3D structure.
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Figure 4. Image track. How imaging data is displayed in the browser. Browser view with an image track in thumbnail mode (A). The external image display
window by image data source provider (B). The metadata popup menu is associated with one image (C). Configuration menu of the image track in main
browser (D). The image track is displayed in density mode (E).

clusters from a single-cell study (21) and a dynamic track of
histone modifications using datasets from the Mouse EN-
CODE project (22).

3D viewer

Biological functions are not only encoded by the genome
sequence but also regulated by its 3D structure. More and
more studies have revealed the importance of 3D chro-
matin structures in development and diseases; therefore, vi-
sualizing the connections between the 1D genome, such as
the genome sequence and epigenomic dynamics, and the
3D genome is a pressing need. The new 3D viewer maps
all genomic information typically shown on a 1D genome
browser onto a 3D model of the genome and is supported
by all generic genome browser utilities (Li et al., bioRxiv,
https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.01.18.476849). There has been
a wave of computational tools developed to predict 3D
models of the chromatin using data generated by technolo-
gies such as Hi-C and ChIA-PET. In essence, any models de-
picted by 3D coordinates (x, y, z) can be displayed using the

3D viewer. First, 3D coordinates are converted to a binary
g3d format using the g3dtools we developed in conjunction
with the 3D viewer. The g3d files can be accessed remotely
from a web server or uploaded from users’ computers to the
Browser in a manner similar to all generic browser data for-
mats. Since the 1D genomic coordinates are mapped onto
the 3D model, the 3D viewer uses this information to dec-
orate the 3D model with genomic data. This includes high-
lighting the current browser region and customized labeling
of genes. Furthermore, users can use numerical data, such as
bigwig track, or annotation data, such as chromHMM an-
notation, to paint the 3D structure (Figure 3). Styles such as
color and thickness of highlighting, label, and painting can
all be customized to get the desired visualization. Examples
and tutorials on how to use the 3D viewer are provided in
Supplemental tutorial S2.

Imaging track

Inspecting images from microscopy experiments is an im-
portant and intuitive way to understand biological data.
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Figure 5. Browser community engagement. Browser users develop new track types for their own visualization. We provide help and support for users with
new function/genome requests, as well as technical support for mirror sites. The Browser provides services for many other genomic tools.

Life sciences are under fast changes brought by advances
in light and electron microscopy technology (23). Making
connections between imaging data and genomic data pro-
vides both challenges and opportunities and has been a
major endeavor by projects such as the 4D Nucleome (8).
Our browser can display images using the Omero API pro-
vided by the image source server. Currently, the browser
can display images from both 4DN (4D Nucleome Data
Portal) (8) and IDR (Image Data Resource) (24). We also
developed a thumbnail image track as part of the regular
genome browser, with which we organize all images accord-
ing to their associated genomic locations (e.g. genomic co-
ordinates of hybridization probes, target genes, etc). Click-
ing any of the image thumbnails will bring up a popup menu
that displays metadata information (Figure 4C). From the
metadata popup menu, users can choose to view a larger,
higher resolution image in a new panel, which also includes
a link to the Omero server by the image source provider
(Figure 4B). Display mode and thumbnail height can be
configured (Figure 4D). For example, the density mode tells
users the number of images associated with each genomic
location (Figure 4E). Examples and tutorials on how to
view imaging data are in Supplemental tutorial S3.

Track plugins and community support

We continue to provide well-documented code and docu-
mentation for the Browser, and support for the user com-

munity (Figure 5). Our community support enables users to
develop their own track types to visualize on the browser.
The development of the qBed and dynseq formats pro-
vides such examples. qBed is a new track type to display
dense and quantitative data from a high-resolution point
process (18), and dynseq displays scores over individual
nucleotides in the genome, which can be derived from a
variety of scoring methods using machine learning mod-
els (Nair et al., in preparation). We visualize dynseq as a
string of letters with different colors (for each nucleotide)
and different heights scaled by the importance scores, in-
cluding negative values. In both cases, community develop-
ers were able to develop the track types and their visual-
ization routines. After our browser quality assurance, these
new codes were incorporated into the Browser code base as
plugins.

We routinely respond to users’ requests for adding new
functions and/or new genome assemblies in a timely fash-
ion. Currently, the WashU Epigenome Browser supports
48 genome assemblies across 33 species. This includes the
full support of the recently released human telomere-to-
telomere CHM13 genome assembly (25). We also provide
support for building browser mirror sites. The Browser also
provides a platform for other genomic tools, including the
WashU Virus Genome Browser (19) which was developed
to support research on COVID19, and the recently released
WashU Comparative Genome Browser (Zhuo et al., in
preparation).
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Table 1. data statistics. Currently hosted track number for each species

Species
Genome
assembly

Number of
tracks

Number of
3D models

Number of
images

Human hg38 76 943 540 278
hg19 134 484 34 544 814

Mouse mm10 27 681 11 011 124
Chicken galGal5 103
Zebrafish danRer10 66
Fruit fly dm6 6
Plasmodium
falciparum

pfal3d7 14 3

Yeast sacCer3 1 1
Virus SARS-CoV-2 2 642 765 2

Data hub updates

As an ongoing effort, the data hubs hosted by our Browser
continue to be expanded and updated (Table 1). For exam-
ple, the total number of tracks we host from ENCODE,
Roadmap, 4DN, and TaRGET has reached 239,298, most
are for human and mouse. We are hosting 11 049 3D mod-
els for human, mouse, and other organisms, as well as 1 085
092 images for human (Supplemental table 1) and 124 im-
ages for mouse. In addition, we are hosting 2 642 765 data
tracks for SARS-COV-2 and counting.

OUTLOOK

As genomic technologies and web technologies continue to
evolve, we envision continued innovation and development
of Genome Browser functions. We strive to serve the ge-
nomic community with robust, stable, and innovative func-
tions as well as a rich collection of public datasets to fa-
cilitate data exploration, comparison, and interpretation.
We will continue to maintain our legacy browser (13) at
http://epigenomegateway.wustl.edu/legacy/ for the immedi-
ate future. Future work will focus on: (i) testing and devel-
oping more robust code, and better serving the community
as a platform for innovating new visualization solutions;
(ii) improving the 3D viewer and image viewer modules to
better integrate genomic data with microscopy data; (iii)
making more data types to be compatible with the dynamic
track.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The WashU Epigenome Browser source code is open-
source on GitHub (https://github.com/lidaof/eg-react). The
Browser is available at https://epigenomegateway.wustl.edu/
and https://epigenomegateway.org/ from Amazon Cloud
services supported with both HTTP and HTTPS protocol.
Dynamic track homepage: https://vizhub.wustl.edu/public/
misc/dynamicTrack/.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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